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	This book began when I was assigned to help salvage an undergraduate computer
	organization course. The course had suffered years of neglect: it had been taught by a
	series of professors, mostly visitors, who had little or no interest or background in digital
	hardware, and the curriculum had deteriorated to a potpourri of topics that were only
	loosely related to hardware architectures. In some semesters, students spent the entire
	class studying Boolean Algebra, without even the slightest connection to actual
	hardware. In others, students learned the arcane details of one particular assembly
	language, without a notion of alternatives.


	Is a computer organization course worth saving? Absolutely! In many Computer
	Science programs, the computer organization course is the only time students are exposed
	to fundamental concepts that explain the structure of the computer they are programming.
	Understanding the hardware makes it possible to construct programs that
	are more efficient and less prone to errors. In a broad sense, a basic knowledge of architecture
	helps programmers improve program efficiency by understanding the consequences
	of programming choices. Knowing how the hardware works can also improve
	the programming process by allowing programmers to pinpoint the source of bugs
	quickly. Finally, graduates need to understand basic architectural concepts to pass job
	application tests given by firms like Intel and Microsoft.


	One of the steps in salvaging our architecture course consisted in looking at textbooks.
	We discovered the texts could be divided into roughly two types: texts aimed at
	beginning engineering students who would go on to design hardware, and texts written
	for CS students that attempt to include topics from compilers, operating systems, and
	(in at least one case) a complete explanation of how Internet protocols operate. Neither
	approach seemed appropriate for a single, introductory course on the subject. We wanted
	a book that (1) focused on the concepts rather than engineering details (because our
	students are not focused on hardware design); (2) explained the subject from a
	programmer’s point of view, and emphasized consequences for programmers; and (3)
	did not try to cover several courses’ worth of material. When no text was found, it
	seemed that the only solution was to create one.
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A Mathematical Tapestry: Demonstrating the Beautiful Unity of MathematicsCambridge University Press, 2010

	This easy-to-read book demonstrates how a simple geometric idea reveals fascinating connections and results in number theory, the mathematics of polyhedra, combinatorial geometry, and group theory. Using a systematic paper-folding procedure it is possible to construct a regular polygon with any number of sides. This remarkable algorithm has...
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Financial Simulation Modeling in Excel, + Website: A Step-by-Step Guide (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Regardless of where I work, simulation has crept into my financial career. After

	nearly a decade of working with it in many capacities I’ve found it to be

	a mixed blessing. In many investment companies when the term simulation is

	simply brought up there are a variety of reactions. The two most visible camps of

	thought...
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Handbook of Digital and Multimedia Forensic EvidenceHumana Press, 2010

	In April 2005, I received a telephone call from Humana Press Senior Editor, Harvey Kane, inquiring whether there might be a need for a book to be published concerning the different aspects of computer forensics. During a subsequent meeting to discuss the current state of available texts covering this topic, I noted to Mr. Kane that there were...
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Fundamentals of the Physics of Solids: Volume 1: Structure and DynamicsSpringer, 2007
"This first volume a ] focuses on crystal structure and lattice dynamics. a ] provides a substantial amount of theoretical material at an advanced graduate level. a ] There is more material here than can be covered in a single semester, and this book is more detailed than the well-known books a ] . This volume would be most attractive for a...
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Sound and Vibrations of Positive Displacement CompressorsCRC Press, 2006
Positive displacement compressors are the most common type of compressor for commercial applications and among the most important in industrial use. Effective control of noise and vibration stems from a deep understanding of their sources, effects, and behavior in the compressor's various components. Based on more than 30 years of research and...
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Flash CS4 Professional Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Flash CS4 Professional Digital Classroom is like having a personal instructor guiding readers through each lesson, while they work at their own pace. This book includes 13 self-paced lessons that let readers discover essential skills and explore new features and capabilities of Adobe Flash Professional. Every lesson is presented in full...
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